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SHOUT OUT TO THE GREAT WORK FROM OUR BUSINESS COMMUNITY 

https://www.investdurham.c

a/covidresponse

Durham Economic Development

And all 8 municipal Ec Dev teams
Regional Chambers of Commerce,  

Boards of Trade, Business Advisory
Local businesses/ 

leaders

Local BIA’s

Regional & Local 

Government

https://www.investdurham.ca/covidresponse


DURHAM RECRUITING AND DURHAM HR SOLUTIONS 

We are entrepreneurs like many of you who have joined us today and 

understand challenges businesses are facing in these uncertain times

We are a premium full-service recruitment and human resources firm

Durham Recruiting: 3 years in operation

Introduced a new and fresh storytelling approach to the recruitment 

industry that is personal, not transactional

Durham HR Solutions: almost a year in operation

Strategic approach to help businesses create an engaged 

workforce & retain top talent

Proudly Serving: Durham Region, Northumberland & The Greater 

Toronto Area
A division of Durham Recruiting



DISCLAIMER (BECAUSE WE HAVE TO!)

Any product or products, consulting service, advice or support provided via Durham 

HR Solutions or Durham Recruiting, or any other support or service provided by both 

parties does not constitute legal advice. Services and support provided by Durham 

HR Solutions or Durham Recruiting are based on the experience of HR professionals 

in the field of human resources. Each party is ultimately responsible to determine the 

legality of their own actions and seek formal legal advice should they require.  





TODAY’S DISCUSSION 

IS REALLY ABOUT

KEEPING YOUR 

BUSINESS AND 

PERSONAL BRAND 

IMAGE UNTARNISHED

THERE WILL BE 

WINNERS AND 

LOSERS WHEN THE 

COVID-19 IS BEHIND 

US









MENTAL WELLNESS HAS EMERGED AS A MAJOR ISSUE

67%
Two-thirds of 

Ontarians feel that 

the mental health 

impacts of COVID-

19 are going to be 

serious and lasting

Of Ontarians 

report that their 

mental health has 

deteriorated since 

COVID-19

45%

Implication: We as business leaders have felt 

our share of stress however, we must also be 

cognisant that many of our staff may be 

suffering so be prepared and plan accordingly



CLEAR CONSENSUS THAT WE ALL HAVE A DUTY TO ENSURE THE SAFETY 

OF OTHERS

85%88% 65%
Ontarians state 

unless family from 

same residence 

people must 

maintain a physical 

distance of 1.5 

meters

Ontarians state all 

must wear a face 

covering whenever 

out of their 

residence and 

among others

Ontarians state no 

public gatherings 

of more than 8 

people and 

physical distancing 

of 1.5 meters must 

be followed

Implication: This suggests employees will be open to (and 

expect) changes in workplace H&S policies



THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAYING IT AND 

DOING IT 

IMPERATIVE THAT YOU SET YOUR COMPANY 

POLICIES AND ENFORCE THEM

TRINITY BELLWOODS PARK LAST WEEK… …THE PARK TODAY



FINALLY, CANADIANS ARE CAUTIOUS ABOUT WORKPLACE READINESS, 

SO IT IS ESSENTIAL TO A) HAVE YOUR POLICIES IN PLACE AND B) 

CLEARLY SHOW & TELL 

75%
There’s large 

support for strict 
health and safety 

measures in 
workplaces

70%
Expect continued 

physical distancing 
within the 
workplace



LET’S TURN THIS NEW NORMAL INTO A BIG WIN FOR YOU



REALITY CHECK: ACTIONS TAKEN OR NOT TAKEN DURING THIS 

PERIOD WILL IMPACT YOUR PERSONAL & COMPANY’S BRAND IMAGE

 Society is hyper-aware, hyper-sensitive, 
hyper-reactive

 It is imperative you make every effort to 
make a good ‘first’ impression

 Consider who is watching:

 Employees 
 Customers
 Suppliers
 Clients
 Colleagues & Peers
 Government

All it takes is one incident for everyone to pass 
judgement. 

 We must take a big picture approach and execute 
short-term and long-term strategies that consider all 
internal & external stakeholders



73%

Of Canadian employees 
are actively or casually 

looking for a new job or 
would consider a new job 

if recruited

30%

Employees work with 
passion and feel a 

profound connection to 
their company

50%

Employees are essentially 
“checked out.” They are 

putting time in but 
without energy or passion

20%

Employees aren’t just unhappy at 
work; they’re busy acting out their 

unhappiness. Every day, these 
workers undermine what their 
engaged coworkers accomplish

Employee engagement is not about making employees happy.  It’s about gaining their emotional commitment to the company and its 
goals and, the ‘New Normal’ can be that rallying cry to bring your team together

Regardless of how strong or weak your company culture is, now is a great time to enhance, improve, or pivot otherwise you’ll be at 
serious risk of losing top talent and tarnishing your brand 

CAPITALIZE ON THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY TO REENGAGE WITH

YOUR TEAM

Opportunity Some may not come backLeverage



WHY EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SHOULD MATTER TO YOU

Engaged employees can bring:

▪ 10% increase in customer ratings

▪ 21% more in profitability

▪ 20% more in productivity

▪ 70% fewer safety incidents

Imagine the financial & cultural impact to your business if you increased the number of 
engaged employees by just 10%



TOPICS: FIVE KEY AREAS BUSINESS LEADERS SHOULD CONSIDER EXECUTING

2.

Develop and 

Execute Key 

Policies and 

Processes

3.

Effectively 

Communicate 

with all 

Stakeholders

4.

Be Explicit 

about your 

Workplace 

Culture

5.

Strengthen 

Capabilities 

to Embrace 

Change

1.

Develop Your 

Return to 

Work Plan & 

Get 

Employee 

Buy-In

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability



1. DEVELOP YOUR RETURN-TO-WORK 
PLAN AND GET EMPLOYEE BUY-IN

This first stage is the MOST CRITICAL because it gives you an 
incredibly rare opportunity to bring the team together, 
enhance your leadership and set the tone

2 key opportunities:

 Get their early buy-in

1a. Get as many members of your staff involved in the 
development of your H&S policies: Surveys, group discussion or 
1on1.

1b. IF you’ve already developed your policies, give your staff 
the opportunity to provide feedback and show flexibility to 
make changes to their recommendations (where applicable)

 ENGAGE A LOT in the early days with staff and check-
in with them. Remember, many people have been 
affected emotionally due to Covid-19 

Most importantly: Show that you give a shit!



1. DEVELOP YOUR RETURN-TO-WORK PLAN AND GET EMPLOYEE BUY-IN

Current Context Suggested Employer Actions

• Hyper intensive times/ ever changing

• High emotions, fear and stress for everyone

• A lot of uncertainty

• Increased absenteeism and refusals to work that 

costs you significant $$

• Negativity and complaints

• Unclear employee scheduling needs now and in 

the future

• Everyone wants to be heard

Build your RTW plan in collaboration with employees

Survey your team and involve them in your RTW plans

Including employees in your planning process ahead of 

time will help them buy into and support the changes:

1. Share the journey of your thinking.

2. Frame questions that illicit a real response.

3. Be vulnerable and authentic.

4. Don’t be attached to your outcome.

Business Recovery Planning Webinar_May 13

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnl3C4UJgYE

Employee Survey Questions

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlX5Aob_N_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnl3C4UJgYE


FACT: 66% of Canadian businesses who had 
strong HR Polices in place generated YOY 

revenue growth in excess of 10%

- BDC 2018 Labour shortage Study



2. DEVELOP AND EXECUTE KEY POLICIES AND PROCESSES

Current Context Suggested Employer Actions

• Increased MOL inspectors/officers visiting 

businesses

• Unclear or changing legislation

• 10 paid sick days

• Extension of temporary layoff >13weeks

• Uncertainly around compliance & what to 

focus on

• Managing employee work refusals and 

absenteeism

• Determine what policies are relevant today, 

in 3 months and 6 months 

• Tackle immediate priorities: Covid-19  

policy and compliance policies and posters 

(H&S, ESA, AODA)

• Tackle longer-term priorities when the time is 

right

• Ask for volunteers and/or appoint key staff 

to train and enforce

• Share and commit to your policies/ ask for 

feedback and evolve if necessary

• Hold team accountable

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability

Tools:  Sample Covid-19 Policy and Compliance Checklist



In the absence of information people 
come to their own conclusions.



3. EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE WITH ALL STAKEHOLDERS

 Prepare your communication strategies for ALL stakeholders so you are in control of the 

messaging

 Determine your universal messaging

 Understand your stakeholders and determine targeted messaging for each group

 Communicate with regular cadence & leverage multiple mediums where possible

❖ Digital is a MUST (Website, Social Media), PR with local media, paid advertising e.g. radio

 Ensure your employees are aware and equipped to speak to all stakeholder communications 

 Provide employee training where appropriate

 Consider assigning a communication lead

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability



COMMUNICATION PLAN

EMPLOYEES

(Communicate and Train)
CUSTOMERS CLIENTS SUPPLIERS/VENDORS

Targeted Messages:

• RTW Plan

• H&S Precautions

• Operational, Role & Team 

Changes

• Policy Changes

• Other Stakeholder Messaging

Laid Off  Employees

• Welcome Back Messaging

Supervisors/Managers

• Supporting & monitoring policies

• Leadership expectations

Targeted Messages:

• Changes to Customer 

Experience (end to 

end)

• H&S precautions in 

place

• Expectations on PPE

Targeted Messages

• Changes to 

Relevant Process 

Flows

• H&S Precautions

Targeted Messages

• Changes to 

Relevant Process 

Flows

• H&S Precautions

Universal Messages

• Timelines on Re-Opening

• Commitment to H&S

• Confidence in your RTW

The impression you want stakeholders to feel:

They care about H&S and are adaptable to our needs. They are ready.



“Only when the tide goes out do you 
discover who’s been swimming 

naked.”
- Warren Buffett



4. BE EXPLICIT ABOUT YOUR CULTURE

Current Context Suggested Employer Actions

• Employee behaviours all over the 

map

• Misaligned behaviours to existing 

values

• Physical distancing adding strain 

on some workplace cultures

• Worried about what to expect 

when they come back

Now is the time to be explicit in your culture!

• Enhance, improve or make a pivot to your company values

• Closely assess the response of your employees

• Leverage your key talent:

– put them in key roles

– communicate regularly with them (1:1 and in teams)

• Develop an exit strategy for the disengaged, low performers

• Provide feedback and recognition for those who stepped up 

and those who generally embraced the new expectations

• Build your winning team!

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability



5. STRENGTHEN CAPABILITIES TO EMBRACE CHANGE

Current Context:

 Government mandates are ever changing

 Different comfort levels dealing with change

 A lot of fear and unknowns

 More changes to come; be prepared

 Be flexible

Suggested Employer Actions

 Keep close watch to Provincial/Federal/Local announcements

 Survey employees and assess your business response to date 

 Build plans to strengthen gap areas

Leading Through Transformational Times Webinar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plYDfDWZCdM

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plYDfDWZCdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plYDfDWZCdM


THOUGHT STARTERS….TOPICS THAT MIGHT BE ON YOUR MIND

 Do I have to have policies?  What happens if I don’t have policies?

 How soon do I have to have them?

 How formal do I need to be with feedback to make it effective?

 How can I get better at giving feedback and coaching?

 What’s the best way to determine root cause of performance issues?

 Should I terminate employees who are not a good culture fit now or wait?

 What are some ways to recognize employees when financial constraints exist?





CLOSING THOUGHTS

 Actions taken today will impact your brand tomorrow

 Involve employees as much as possible to secure their buy-in (RTW, communication, policy changes)

 Focus on relevant policies/processes needed for the here and now (COVID and compliance etc)

 Communicate to all stakeholders regularly using the right mediums

 Be open to seeing your culture in the raw as it is today during the pandemic 

 Survey your team to assess how you have responded to the pandemic to date

 Assign a change ambassador and a communication lead at a minimum 

 Now is the time to build your winning team and your winning culture for the future!

Communicate Feedback Recognize Accountability



FREE 30 MINUTE 

CONSULTATION
Over the next 30 days…

 You will get advice on how to 
write a powerful job ad that 
tells your story to target the 
candidates you want. DR will 
also share a mini how-to deck 
to reference..ca

Andrea Bisenberger, HR Director

andrea@durhamhrsolutions.ca

905-259-0940

WE UNDERSTAND MANY OF YOU WILL HAVE QUESTIONS IN THE 
COMING WEEKS. FOR ATTENDING TODAY YOU WILL RECEIVE:

Over the next 30 days…

 You will get our HR on-call 
service to answer questions, 
provide advice or be a 
sounding board to help you 
make informed decisions 
during these ever-changing 
and fluid times. No strings!ns.ca

Dustin Kellow, CEO 

dustin@durhamrecruiting.ca

905-259-5224

mailto:andrea@durhamhrsolutions.ca
mailto:dustin@durhamrecruiting.ca


THANK YOU!



APPENDICES



GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES

Communicate Recognize Feedback

https://www.ontario.ca/page/reopening-ontario-after-covid-19#framework

https://www.ontario.ca/page/reopening-ontario-after-covid-19#framework


WORK FROM HOME POLICIES - CONSIDERATIONS

Whether required by legislation to do so, it would be prudent for employers to review and amend their existing health and 
safety policies to address the following issues arising from remote work:

• Requirement that employees conduct their own assessment of the workplace and report any hazards to their 
managers;

• Ergonomic considerations for the employees' work areas;

• Protocols for contacting the employer and evacuating the home or other remote work site to a safe location in the 
case of emergency;

• How to report any work-related incidents or injuries;

• A regular "check-in" process at the beginning and end of each workday or shift, particularly when the employee 
working remotely is working alone;

• An emergency procedure in the event that the employee cannot be contacted; and

• Appropriate training for managers and employees.

https://response.fasken.com/rs/vm.ashx?ct=24F76A1FD5E644A9CCDD89ADD02C981DDEF755B2DF8E0BD15EE5636069FFCB1CDB7A3A9C5

https://response.fasken.com/rs/vm.ashx?ct=24F76A1FD5E644A9CCDD89ADD02C981DDEF755B2DF8E0BD15EE5636069FFCB1CDB7A3A9C5


WHAT CANADIANS ARE WILLING TO DO

 Nearly every Canadian — 93 per cent — is very willing, or somewhat willing, to use hand sanitizer at the entrance and 

exit of every establishment, the survey found. The same percentage are willing to adhere to physical distancing rules 

and restrictions on the number of patrons at grocery stores. Likewise, 88 per cent of Canadians are willing to accept 

quotas on the number of patrons in retail shops, based on square footage.

 When it comes to eating out, 89 per cent of Canadians are OK with restaurants making sure there is at least 1.5 

metres between tables, or to have a partition, and 87 per cent accept restaurants remain at 50 per cent of seating 

capacity. And, 80 per cent of Canadians are willing to sit with no more than four people at their table.

 Canadians are mostly OK with physical distancing rules: 53 per cent are “very willing” and 34 per cent are “somewhat 

willing” to maintain physical distance unless it involves family from the same household.

 Masks are popular: 74 per cent say they’d be OK with having to wear a mask to enter a store, and 65 per cent say they 

would accept mask-wearing any time they’re out of their home (33 per cent are very willing; and 32 per cent are 

somewhat willing.)

 https://www.thewhig.com/news/most-canadians-willing-to-adhere-to-new-normal-rules-like-wearing-masks-

and-physical-distancing-poll/wcm/b6bd60b6-25b2-4a6a-8359-207f62ff0450

https://www.thewhig.com/news/most-canadians-willing-to-adhere-to-new-normal-rules-like-wearing-masks-and-physical-distancing-poll/wcm/b6bd60b6-25b2-4a6a-8359-207f62ff0450


SAFETY, COMMUNICATIONS TOP PRIORITIES IN RETURN TO WORK

 more than nine in 10 (93 per cent) of employers favour a government-based approach to bring employees back to work while 82 per cent will stagger by role 
prioritization and (71 per cent) will stagger by geography or location, found Aon's survey of 1,970 organizations, with 509 applicable to the Canadian region.

 And all employers plan to implement temperature check sites at work, either hosted by trained staff, thermal cameras or on a self-reporting basis. Most 
companies will also request that their employees complete a health assessment survey upon their return.

 More than half (52 per cent) have considered implementing a formal COVID-19 assessment program, but only 41 per cent will plan to actually do so. For 
organizations conducting testing for employees, one-third will enlist an on-site designated test provider (40 per cent are considering this) while 25 per cent 
of companies would prefer to engage an off-site designated test provider (50 per cent are considering this).

 Other survey findings include:

• 92 per cent will close access to common areas

• 97 per cent are likely to reconfigure their office layout to make for a safer environment.

• 60 per cent plan to provide employees with personal protective equipment when they return to work

• 37 per cent acknowledged a need to review their operations, considering a long-term restructuring of their operations and workforce.

https://www.hrreporter.com/focus-areas/culture-and-engagement/safety-communications-top-priorities-in-return-to-work/329771

https://www.hrreporter.com/focus-areas/culture-and-engagement/safety-communications-top-priorities-in-return-to-work/329771


WORKPLACE VALUES

Values

Company values, also known as corporate values or core values, are the fundamental beliefs upon which your 

business and its behavior are based. They are the guiding principles that your business uses to manage its internal 

affairs as well as its relationship with customers.

Core values should determine priorities of your company.  They support the vision of your company and help shape 

its culture.  They are the essence  of the company’s identity – their principles, beliefs and philosophies.

Customer Focus Quality Boldness Creativity

Inspiration Transparent Communication Accountability Trust

Development Flexibility Honesty Loyalty

Innovation Accuracy Respect Ownership

Integrity Passion Fun Diversity

Continuous Improvement Teamwork Simplicity Consistency

A Will to Win Community Care Safety Efficiency

Examples



40

Coaching to Accelerate Change
Phase of Change Coach to Inspire… Sample Coaching Questions:

Denial

Awareness & Understanding

Employees see the issues and the urgency for 

change. Employees understand what is 

changing, why it’s important, and how it 

impacts them.

❑ What have you heard so far about the change? What is changing? What is 

staying the same?

❑ Why are we making this change?

❑ How will this change impact you, your team, and your customers?

❑ What are your initial thoughts/reactions to the change? What questions do 

you have?

❑ How can I help you? What is confusing? What information can I provide?

Resistance

Acceptance

Employees believe it is the right thing to do in 

order to achieve the vision of the change. They 

begin to try the new behaviours.

❑ What aspect of this change will have a positive impact on customers? On the 

way you work?

❑ What about this change that is harder to accept?

❑ What can you do to regain a sense of control or certainty?

❑ What do you need in order to fully perform the new standards?

Exploration

Adoption

Employees adopt the new behaviours with 

varying degrees of consistency and quality. The 

team is moving beyond this phase when the 

new behaviours are achieving the desired 

results. 

❑ Now that you’re experimenting with the new standards, what is working? 

What is more challenging?

❑ What suggestions do you have on how we can improve our results?

❑ How can we accelerate our progress?

Commitment

Internalization

The new behaviours are natural now as if we 

own them, not because we have to do it. 

We’re really seeing the benefits of this change. 

“We own this!”

❑ To what degree have the changes become a natural part of the way we do 

business?

❑ How have customers responded to these changes? Has there been a business 

lift?

❑ What have you done to ensure these new behaviours continue as new 

employees join the team?

LEADER AS 

COACH

LEADING THROUGH 

TRANSFORMATIONAL 

TIMES WEBINAR

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUB

E.COM/WATCH?V=PLYD

FDWZCDM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plYDfDWZCdM

